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University Press of Florida. Hardback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW, Totch: a Life in the Everglades, Loren Totch Brown,
"Totch Brown's memoirs of vanished days in the Ten Thousand
Islands and the Everglades--the last real frontier in Florida, and
even today the greatest roadless wilderness in the United States--
are invaluable as well as vivid and entertaining, for Totch is a
natural-born story-teller, and his accounts of fishing and gator
hunting as well as his life beyond the law as gator poacher and
drug runner are evocative and colorful, fresh and exciting."--
from the foreword by Peter MatthiessenIn the mysterious
wilderness of swamps, marshes, and rivers that conceals life in
the Florida Everglades, Totch Brown hung up his career as
alligator hunter and commercial fisherman to become a self-
confessed pot smuggler. Before the marijuana money rolled in,
he survived excruciating poverty in one of the most primitive
and beautiful spots on earth, Chokoloskee Island, in the
mangrove keys known as the Ten Thousand Islands located at
the western gateway to the Everglades National Park. Until he
wrote this memoir--recollections from his childhood in the
twenties that merge with reflections on a way of life dying at the
hands of progress in the...
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This ebook is really gripping and interesting. It is among the most remarkable pdf we have study. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Cleve B og a n-- Cleve B og a n

Complete guide for pdf fans. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just very
happy to let you know that this is basically the very best pdf we have read through inside my own life and may be he
greatest pdf for ever.
-- Tevin Nikola us-- Tevin Nikola us
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